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The long-run average cost per unit time of operating a finite dam controlled by a P~ policy ¢,A 
(Attia, 1987) is determined when the cumulative input process is a Wiener process with drift. A 
penalty cost which accrues continuously at the rate g(Z(t)), where g is a bounded measurable 
function of the content, is also introduced. We first obtain the resolvent operator R,, of a Wiener 
process with a reflecting boundary at 0 and the expansion of the associated kernel K,~ as a power 
series in ~,. Then we use these results to determine the long-run average cost per unit time. 
reflected Wiener process * generators * resolvent operators * finite dam * stopping time * 
occupation time * Laplace transform 
1. Introduction 
The problem of controlling the output of a finite dam with capacity V in such a 
way as to minimize the long-run average cost per unit time of operating the dam 
was considered by Faddy (1974) and Zuckerman (1977). They considered the 
following optimal output policy in the class of monotone policies P~.  Assume that 
the dam is initially empty. The release rate is kept at 0 until the water level in the 
dam reaches A (0 < A < V) at which instant the water is released at rate M with 
cost KM, where K is a positive constant. The output rate is kept at M as long as 
the dam is non-empty and is decreased to zero, at no cost, if the water level becomes 
0. There is a reward of one unit for each unit of water released. 
Attia and Brockwell (1982) modified and extended the model considered by Faddy 
and Zuckerman. 
Lam Yeh and Lou Jian Hua (1986) considered the more general policy pM which a.~ 
is the same as the policy Px ~ except hat whenever the water is released at rate M, 
the output rate is kept at rate M as long as the water level is more than z (0 <~ z <~ ;t). 
The output must be decreased to 0 when the content level reaches ~'. A penalty cost 
which accrues continuously at the rate g(Z(t)), where g is a specified continuous 
function of the content process Z(t), was also considered. The input process X(t) 
was taken to be a Wiener process with drift/z (/z i> 0). 
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Attia (1987) studied the case where the input process X(t) is the integral of an 
irreducible Markov chain with a finite state space. 
In this paper we shall restrict ourselves to the P~ x.~ policy where the input process 
is a Wiener process with drift /z and variance parameter 0-2. We shall obtain the 
same results as [6], though by simpler and more direct methods, as well as extending 
these results to include the case/z < 0. 
In Section 2 we obtain the resolvent operator of a Wiener process with a reflecting 
boundary at the origin. Then by inverting the resulting Laplace transform, we obtain 
the corresponding transition function. A power series expansion for the resolvent 
operator and for the associated kernel are obtained for each of the cases /z > 0, 
= 0 and /x < 0 in Section 3. These power series prove to be useful in obtaining 
expressions for the expected total occupation time in each case. In Section 4 we 
determine the costs accrued due to the penalty function g as well as the expected 
hitting times of the levels ;t and  r for each of the cases/z > 0, ~ = 0 and/z < 0. For 
this we use the power series expansions of Section 3. 
2. The resolvent operator and the transition density function of a Wiener process with 
a reflecting boundary at the origin 
We shall consider a Wiener process {Z(t), r i> O} with drift/z, variance parameter 
0-2, state-space S = [0, oo] and a reflecting boundary at O. The transition density 
function of Z(t), namely pt(x, y) has the Laplace transform 
I: K~,(x,y)= e-a'pt(x,y) dt. (2.1) 
The resolvent operator of Z(t) is given by 
RoY(z)- Ez fo ° 
 fo Is 
e-'~y(Z(t))dt 
e-'~tf(y)p,(z, y) dy dt 
= fs f(y)K~(z, y) dy, (2.2) 
where f is a bounded measurable function on S. 
The transition semigroup of the process Z(t) is characterized by its generator (3, 
specified by 
0- 2 
Gf(z)='-~f"(z)+~f'(z), ze[0,  oo] 
with domain 
(2.3) 
~(G)  = ( f~  C2(S): f ' (0 )= 0} (2.4) 
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where C2(S) is the class of all functions f such that f , f '  and f" are bounded and 
continuous functions on S. In order to determine the kernel K~ (x, y) let us define 
O~(x) := R~ e-°'(x) = e -°y K~(x, y) dy, (2.5) 
where 0 is a fixed positive number. 
Now, ~b~  ~(G)  and hence, from (2.3) and (2.5), we have 
0"2 
• ½ ~b"(x) +/z~b~(x)- a~b~(x)+e-°X = O, (2.6) 
~b'(0) = 0 and 4,~(x) is bounded on $. 
The unique solution of the d.c. (2.6) that satisfies (2.7) is 
#b,~(X)=(Ot+~O--0-202/2) -1 0"20 exp 
]A, -~- '~ 0"2 J 
where 
')t = (/1,2+ 2t~0-2)1/2. 
Inverting (2.5) with respect o 0 and using (2.8) we have 
1 K~(x, y) =-  exp{/.t (y - x)/o "2} 
Y 
x[ y-I~exp{-y(y+x)/0-2}+exp{-yly-xl/0-2}]y+l~ , x,y~S. 
(2.7) 
+ exp(-Ox)] ,  (2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.20) 
The above expression along with (2.2) completely determines the resolvent operator 
R~. 
To determine the transition density function of the Wiener process Z(t) ,  let .~{-} 
denote the Laplace transform with respect o t. An argument similar to that given 
by Feller (1966, p. 452) gives 
x_l.,t)2/20-2t)}= I lexp(-(tz-y)(x-y)/0-2)' x<~Y" 
[1 exp(_(tz+y)(x_y)/0-2) ' x> y, 
(2.11) 
1 
0-~ exp( - (y -  
where 3' is given by (2.9). 
Integrating (2.11) with respect o y we get, after some simple algebra, 
exp(-(Y-I'tt)2/20-2t) dy - y(tz + y) exp((/z+Y)t°/0-2)' 1 
0- 
¢a<O. (2.12) 
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Inverting (2.10) with respect to a and using expressions (2.11) and (2.12), we finally 
obtain the transition density function of the process Z(t) ,  namely 
1 
p,(x, y) - o. 2~/~-- i exp( - (y - /x  - xt)2/2o.2t) 
+ exp(-((y + x - tzt) 2 - 4xizt)/2o.Et) 
Ix ° + o.-- 7 exp(2~y/o. 2) exp(-(z + y + i~t)2/2o.2t) dz. 
3. Power series expansion of K~(x, y) 
When /z > 0, it could be easily shown that the kernel K~(x, y) as given by the 
expression (2.10) has the following Taylor expansion in the neighborhood of a = 0: 
oO 
K~(x, y)= E aJkj( x, Y), (3.1) 
j=O 
where, for example, 
ko(x ,y ) -  1 exp{-~2 (x -y)÷},  - /x  (3.2) 
where 
aj(x) = Io ~ 
In particular, 
ao(x) = (o.2/2~ 2)[ 1 + 2~(y -  x)/o.2- exp(-2~x/o.~}] 
is the expected total occupation time of [0, y]. 
Substituting from (3.1) into (2.2) we see that, for an arbitrary bounded measurable 
function g with support [0, V], the resolvent operator could be represented by 
oo 
R,,g(x) = • otJAj(x), a > O, x e S, (3.4) 
j=O 
OO 
= ~ oJaj(x), (3.3) 
j=o 
k~(x,s) ds, j=0 ,  1,2, . . . .  
where x+ is the positive part of x. 
Now, for x, y e S, x <~y and f := It0,yj which is the indicator function of [0, y], 
(2.2) and (3.1) give 
Io R~Ito.yj(x) = K~,(x, s) ds, a > 0 
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where 
io At(x)= g(s)kj(x, s) ds, j=0 ,  1,2, . . . .  (3.5) 
Similarly when /z = 0 the Taylor expansion of K,~(x, y) in the neighborhood of 
/z =0 is 
0£3 
K,,(x, y)= ~, 
where, for example, 
and 
aJ/2k°(x, y), 
2 2(xvy)  
k°(x,Y)=--~max(x,Y) = 0.2 
4~ k°-l(x, y) = ~-. 
0- 
Hence  for f(x) = Ito,yl(X), x, y e S, x <~ y, the resolvent is 
oo 
RfltO.yl(X ) = ~, a~/2b~(x), a > 0, (3.6) 
j= - - I  
where 
bi(x ) = k°(x, s) ds, j=  -1,  O, 1, . . . .  
It is obvious that b-i = x/2y/0- is the expected occupation time for [0, y]. 
Now, for a bounded measurable function g with support [0, V], the resolvent 
operator is 
OD 
R..g(x)= E °j/2Bj(x), (3.7) 
j=--I  
where 
Bj(x) = g(s)k°(x, s) ds, j=  -1,  0, 1, . . . .  (3.8) 
Finally, for the case when the drift/z <0,  the kernel K,~(x,y) has the following 
Taylor expansion in the neighborhood of a = 0: 
oo 
re(x, y)= E ~Jk/(x, y), 
j=--I  
where, for example 
k-l(X, y) _-m21~l exp{_21~ly/o.2}, 
or 
1 {_21~l(y_x)+/0-2 ko(x ,y )=~exp +~1( 1 -[Izl(y + x)/ 0 "2) 
x exp{-2l/z [y/0-2} 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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and 
k-~ (x, y)= (3cr2/2ltz 13- (y + x ) / t~ 2) exp{-2ltz ly/0-2} 
-(0-2/Ig 13 + [y - x[I/.g2) exp{-2l/z [(y - x)+/0-2}. 
An expression for the resolvent similar to (3.3) and (3.6) is, in this case, 
O0 
Rjto.y](x) = ~, aJdj(x), x <~ y, 
j= - i  
where 
Io dj(x) = kf(x,  s) ds, j = -1,  O, 1, . . . .  
In particular 
d_l(x) = 1 - exp{-2ltzly/0-2}, 
O. 2 
do(x) = ~-~# 2 (1 - exp(-2ltz I(y - x)/0-2)) 
0-2 (x + y) 
+ 2-~-~# 2 (1 - exp(-21/zly/0-2)) + I~1 
is the expected total occupation time of [0, y], and 
dl(x) = (0-2/21Jz13)(2y + x -  0-2/21~1) exp(-21tzly/0- ~) 
+ (0-~/I# 13)(20-=/I~ I + (y - x)) exp( - l /x  I (y - x)/0-2) 
+ 70"4/4//, 4 -- 30-2X/2i/Z,I 3 -- X2/2//. 2, X ~ y .  
- -  exp(-2l/~ ly/0 "2) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
For a bounded measurable function g with support [0, V], the expansion (3.9) gives 
the following expansion for the resolvent operator: 
where 
O0 
R~g(x)= ~, otJDj(x), (3.16) 
j= - i  
~o V Dj (x )= g(s )k f (x , s )ds ,  j= - l ,0 ,1 , . . . ,0<~x<~V.  (3.17) 
4. The long-run average cost per unit time 
Consider a dam operated under the pM A.~ policy defined in Section 1. Assume the 
input to the dam in [0, t] is X(t) where X is a Wiener process with drift # and 
variance parameter 0 "2. If there is no release from the dam, the content Z(t) at time 
t will be represented by a Wiener process with drift/~ and variance parameter o .2 
and reflecting boundaries at 0 and V. Introducing a release rate M simply changes 
the drift to/~* =/~ - M. 
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Now, define the following sequence of stopping times for the content process Z: 
To= inf{t > 0: Z(t) = A}, 
T~ =inf{t> To: Z ( t )= z}, 
Tn=in f{t>T '_ l :Z ( t )=h},  n=l ,2 , . . . ,  
and 
T '=in f{t>T, :Z( t )=z},  n= 1,2, . . . .  
The sequence T~, T~,... form a sequence of delayed regeneration times for Z. 
The cost function Co(r, A) and CM(A, ~') accrued ue to the penalty function are 
given by 
I? Co0-, x)= E, g(Z(t))dt, (4.1) 
where Ez is the expectation conditional on Z(0)= z. Here Z(t) is the content at 
time t when there is no release from the dam. T~ is the first hitting time of the 
level X. 
To compute CM(A, r) Lain Yeh and Lou Jian Hua (1986) considered the bivariate 
Markov process (X, Y) introduced earlier by Attia and Brockwell (1982). Here we 
use a different approach by defining C~()t, z) as follows: 
CM ()t, ~')=Ev-x g(Z*(t))dt, (4.2) 
where, in this case, Z*'(t) is a Wiener process with drift /z*=/~-M,  variance 
parameter o .2 and a reflecting boundary at the origin. Tv-. is the first hitting time 
of V-z .  
A simple renewal argument shows that the long-run average cost per unit time 
for the pM x.~ policy with costs as defined in Section 1 and by (4.1) and (4.2) is 
M(K - E~ T~)+ COO', )t)+ C~(A, r) 
C(¢, A) -  (4.3) 
Ex T~ + E, Tx 
The problem of evaluating C (z, Jr) now reduces to evaluating expressions of the 
form 
E,, g(Z(t))dt, (4.4) 
where Ty is the hitting time of y and x <~ y. To do this we first let R,~ be the resolvent 
operator of the process Z(t) as defined in Section 2, namely 
RoJ(z) = f(s)K~,(z, s) ds, 
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where the kernel K~(x, y) is given by (2.1). Then using the strong Markov property, 
Dynkin's formula could be written in the form (see e.g. Karlin and Taylor, 1981, 
p. 298) 
Io' Ex e - '~t f (Z( t ) )d t=Rj (x ) -Exe- '~r ,  R j (y ) ,  a>O,  (4.5) 
where f is a bounded measurable function on S. If we let f (x )  = IEo,yl(x ) - Iy(x), 
then we have from (4.5) 
Ex e -'~r~ aR Jy (X) -  1 
- aR~Iy(y)-  1' x < y. (4.6) 
For a bounded measurable function g with support [0, V], (4.5) and (4.6) give, for 
x ,y~[0,  V] and x<y 
Io' E~ e-~" g(Z( t ) )dt  
= R,~g(x) - R~g(y) - t~[R,,g(x)R~Iy(y) - R,~g(y)R,~Iy(x)] (4.7) 
1-  oLRjy(y )
Now, to compute the expression (4.4) from R~h(x), we first expand the kernel 
K,~(x,y) as a power series in t~ as in Section 3. Then we take the limit as a~0 in 
expression (4.7) using the monotone convergence theorem. 
In expanding K~ (x, y) as a power series in a we considered in Section 3 the three 
cases/z > 0,/z = 0 and/z < 0. Correspondingly, we now study the following cases: 
(i) /~ > 0. Substituting from (3.3) and (3.4) into (4.7) and then taking the limit 
as a ~ 0, we get 
I? Ex g(Z( t ) )d t=Ao(x) -Ao(y ) ,  x,y~[O, V]. 
Combining (3.2) and (3.5), we have 
Thus 
=- -  h(s) exp- -~(x -s )+ ds. (4.8) 
/z 
Ex g(Z( t ) )d t=- -  h(s) [exp{-O(x-s)+}-exp{-O(y-s)+}]ds,  
where/3 = 2~/o "2. 
This immediately gives the cost function 
I? Co(7, A)=E,  g(Z( t ) )dt  
_1  g(s) [exp{- /3(z-s)+}-exp{- /3(A-s)+}]ds.  
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To compute E, TA we take g in the above expression to be the unit function with 
support [0, A]. Hence 
A-7- E.T~- - -  1 t- {exp(-/3A ) --r exp(-flT)}. (4.9) 
0/z 
The cost function CM(A, ~') and the conditional expectation of the hitting time 
of the level A, namely E, TA, depend on the value of/~*. Thus we consider the 
following cases: 
(a) The release rate is equal to the drift (/~* = 0). In this ease, it is easy to show that 
Io CM(A, r )= Ev-A g(Z*(t)) dt 
v 
=--j g(s){(V-,)vs-(V-X)vs}ds. (4.10) 
Identical arguments leading to (4.9) applied to (4.10) give 
,~2 m ,./2 
EAT,- 0-2 
(b) The release rate is less than the drift (/~*> 0). Similar arguments used in (a) 
give 
~0 TV-'r 
CM(A, ~')= Ev-x g(Z*(t)) dt 
= A*o(V-A ) -A* (  V -z ) ,  
where A*o(X) is obtained by simply replacing/z by/z* in expression (4.9). Thus 
CM(A, ~')=1.~ fv  g( V-  s)[exp{-/3*(s- A)+}-exp{-/3*(s-~')+}] ds, /~. d, 
(4.11) 
where/3* = 2/z* /O  "2. 
If in (4.11) we take g to be the unit function with support [0, V], then carry out 
the computations, we find that 
0 -2 
Ex T, - 2/z .2 exp{-/3* ( V -  ~-) }( 1 - exp{/3* (X - ~') }). 
(c) The release rate is greater than the drift (/~* <0). If we substitute (3.11) and 
(3.16) into expression (4.7) and then take the limit as ado using the dominated 
convergence theorem we obtain 
f? Ex g(Z*(t))dt=[D*(x)(1-d*_~(y)) 
-D*(y)(1 - c*-l(x) ) - D*~(x)d*(y) 
+D*_~(y)d*(x)]/(1-d*_l(y)), x< y. (4.12) 
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Now, D*(x), j =-1 ,  0, 1, are obtained from (3.17) by replacing ~ by /z* in the 
expressions (3.10)-(3.12) respectively. Similarly d*(x), j= - l ,  0, 1, are obtained 
from (3.13)-(3.15) respectively. 
Finally, the cost function C~(A, 7) is obtained from (4.12) by taking x= V-A  
and y = V-~'. To determine the conditional expectation of the hitting time of the 
level r, we again take g to be the unit function with support [0, V] in the resulting 
expressions for C~(A, ~'). This completes case (i). 
(ii) /z = 0. In this case/z* = -M < 0. The same argument used in (i) when applied 
to the expressions (3.7), (3.8) and (4.7) gives 
fo Co(A, 7")= E, g(Zt) dt 
and hence 
= Bo(~) - Bo( A ) 
- ~2 g(s)(A v s) ds -  g(s)(~" v s) ds 
~2__ ,/2 
2 
The cost function CM(A, ~') and the conditional expected hitting time of the level 
r, namely EXT,, are the same-as those given in (i.c) w i th /z*=-M.  
(iii) p. <0. In this case /x*<0 and (70(% A) is given by expression (4.12) with 
x = r and y = A. E.~T~, is obtained by taking g to be the unit function with support 
[0, V] in the expression for C0(7, )t). Similarly, we obtain CM(A, ~-) by substituting 
x = V-~- in (4.18). To determine ExT~, we take g -  1 with support [0, V] in the 
resulting expression for CM(A, ~'). 
Finally, substituting the expression for Co(¢, A ), C~ ()t, ~'), E~T~ and Ex T, in (4.3), 
we obtain the long-run average cost per unit time for operating the dam in each of 
the cases /z>0, /z =0 and /z<0. The cost C(z, A) can then be minimized with 
respect o ~" and )t. 
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